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For an internal project, I was asked to visualize multiple 1-to-8-set 
Venn Diagrams, and display them in a poster. 

One of the visualizations was in the form of a Hasse Diagram, which is 
just another way to visualize the traditional Venn Diagram.



A
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My boss started to create the diagram by hand —
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My boss started to create the diagram by hand — which grew, 
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My boss started to create the diagram by hand — which grew, and grew, 
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My boss started to create the diagram by hand — which grew, and grew,  
and grew, 
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My boss started to create the diagram by hand — which grew, and grew,  
and grew, and grew some more. 
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To which he politely asked if I could fi nish where he started, 
to complete it out to 8-sets (he left off at 5-sets).

Unknowingly, this opened a portal for the evil villian “The Tedious Task” 
to cross over into our realm of peace.

So it was up to me to defeat him.
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Piece of cake...
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“The Tedious Task” never makes me waiver, as my sidekick is a perfect 
counter to him everytime he resurrects from his defeat.

My sidekick is very cryptic about their identity, 
so they go by... “ChatGPT”.
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Not to my surprise, ChatGPT lent a very helpful hand, and together we 
created an almost fl awless 8-set Hasse Diagram— 
defeating “The Tedious Task”... for now...

ABCDEFGH

ABCDEFG ABCDEFH ABCDEGH ABCDFGH ABCEFGH ABDEFGH ACDEFGH BCDEFGH

ABCDEF ABCDEG ABCDFG ABCEFG ABDEFG ACDEFG BCDEFGABCDEH ABCDFH ABCEFH ABDEFH ACDEFH BCDEFHABCDGH ABCEGH ABDEGH ACDEGH BCDEGHABCFGH ABDFGH ACDFGH BCDFGHABEFGH ACEFGH BCEFGHADEFGH BDEFGH CDEFGH

ABCDE ABCDF ABCEF ABDEF ACDEF BCDEFABCDG ABCEG ABDEG ACDEG BCDEGABCFG ABDFG ACDFG BCDFGABEFG ACEFG BCEFGADEFG BDEFG CDEFGABCDH ABCEH ABDEH ACDEH BCDEHABCFH ABDFH ACDFH BCDFHABEFH ACEFH BCEFHADEFH BDEFH CDEFHABCGH ABDGH ACDGH BCDGHABEGH ACEGH BCEGHADEGH BDEGH CDEGHABFGH ACFGH BCFGHADFGH BDFGH CDFGHAEFGH BEFGH CEFGH DEFGH

ABCD ABCE ABDE ACDE BCDEABCF ABDF ACDF BCDFABEF ACEF BCEFADEF BDEF CDEFABCG ABDG ACDG BCDGABEG ACEG BCEGADEG BDEG CDEGABCH ABDH ACDH BCDHABEH ACEH BCEHADEH BDEH CDEHABFG ACFG BCFGADFG BDFG CDFGABFH ACFH BCFHADFH BDFH CDFHABGH ACGH BCGHADGH BDGH CDGHAEFG BEFG CEFGAEFH BEFH CEFHAEGH BEGH CEGHAFGH BFGH CFGH DEFG DEFH DEGH DFGH EFGH

ABC ABD ACD BCDABE ACE BCEADE BDE CDEABF ACF BCFADF BDF CDFABG ACG BCGADG BDG CDGABH ACH BCHADH BDH CDHAEF BEF CEFAEG BEG CEGAEH BEH CEHAFG BFG CFGAFH BFH CFHAGH BGH CGH DEF DEG DEH DFG DFH DGH EFG EFH EGH FGH

AB AC BCAD BD CDAE BE CEAF BF CFAG BG CGAH BH CH DE DF DG DH EF EG EH FG FH GH

A B C D E F G H
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Appendix
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Jokes aside, here is the process 
on how GPT helped me learn 
Python to create 1-8-set
Hasse Diagrams.
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With GPT’s help, I was able to:

- Install Python
- Install Graphviz (enabling Python to render .dot fi les into viewable .png’s)
- Run a script to render the .dot fi le
- Render a viewable .png of the Hasse Diagram I envisioned
- Render an editable .svg fi le
- Render .svg’s for the prior 1-7-sets
- Fine tune small visual adjustments like spacing between rows and 

row orientation.
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A few bonus steps it helped walk me through (though it might not have 
been needed as I look back):

- Installed the ‘pip’ package manager into my Python environment
- Backtracked due to a scary error message that there could be a confl ict

of package managers between ‘pip’ and my OS package manager — 
so it helped me setup a Virtual Environment to install ‘pip’ there instead.

- Installed the ‘graphviz’ package into my Virtual Environment from there.
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Additional things I learned— whenever I would hit a road block with GPT, 
I would try referencing the bits that I learned from our conversation, 
or outright quoting / re-pasting the code it gave me. 

For example, some of my prompts read:

“Thanks, so now where do I paste this in relation to the 
‘hasse_diagram.dot’ code I chatted to you a few sections up our convo?” 

“Okay, so that didn’t quite work. How about this — take this code below 
that we worked together to create a few chats above, and fl ip the ‘rankdir’ 
direction. Here’s the code...” (pasted code from either our exchanges, or 
from my terminal)
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To begin — with GPT-4, the option to upload images was now available.



The bottom row of this graph contains the letters A,B,C,D,E in black — extending upwards from those letter are the 
combinations of them. Recreate a new graph, while adding the letters F, G, H, to the bottom row of the graph, extending 
upwards to show the newly added combinations.

Me:
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So I began the conversation by uploading a screenshot of the 5-set Hasse 
diagram that I started with, and included a prompt that read:



I cannot directly generate images. However, I can help guide you through the process of extending the graph:

The graph you provided showcases the Hasse diagram of the power set of the set {A, B, C, D, E}, minus the empty set. 
A Hasse diagram represents the partial order relation on a set.

To extend the graph with the letters F, G, and H:

Bottom Row:
Add F, G, H next to E. This will make the bottom row have the letters A, B, C, D, E, F, G, and H.

Second Row:
From each of F, G, and H, create upward connecting lines to the 2-combinations that include them, i.e.,
AF, BF, CF, DF, EF, AG, BG, etc.

Third Row:
Add 3-combinations that include at least one of the new letters F, G, or H. Examples are AFG, ABF, BFG, etc.

Continuing Upwards:
Similarly, you’d continue upwards, adding 4-combinations, 5-combinations, and so on, that include F, G, and H in various 
combinations with A, B, C, D, and E.

Top-most Row:
The top of your graph would have the set {A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H}, which represents the entire set.
When drawing the connections (lines), ensure that there is a line from a subset to another if and only if the latter can be 
obtained by adding a single element to the former. For example, you’d have a line from A to AB, but not directly from A to ABC.

For the best representation, using graph visualization software or tools might be benefi cial. Tools like Graphviz can help in 
generating such Hasse diagrams programmatically.

GPT:

The bottom row of this graph contains the letters A,B,C,D,E in black— extending upwards from those letter are the 
combinations of them. Recreate a new graph, while adding the letters F,G,H, to the bottom row of the graph, extending 
upwards to show the newly added combinations.

GPT:

ThThee bobottttomom rrowow ooff ththisis ggraraphph cconontataininss ththee lelettttererss A,A,B,B,C,C,D,D,EE inin bblalackck— exextetendndiningg upupwawardrdss frfromom tthohosese lletetteterr araree ththee
cocombmbininatatioionsns ooff ththemem. ReRecrcreaeatete aa nnewew ggraraphph, whwhililee adaddidingng tthehe lletettetersrs FF G,G H,H, toto tthehe bbotottotomm roroww ofof tthehe ggraraphph, exextetendndiningg 
upwa drds tto shhow ththe ne lwly dadddedd co bmbiin tatiions.
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GPT said it can’t create diagrams, but it offered to guide me on how to get 
the results I wanted. It recommends I try to programmatically create my 
diagram using tools that are meant for diagramming like Graphviz. 



Which software tools will create this diagram for me in a similar fashion of the screenshot I provided...that are free to use.

I cannot directly generate images. However, I can help guide you through the process of extending the graph:

The graph you provided showcases the Hasse diagram of the power set of the set {A, B, C, D, E}, minus the empty set. A 
Hasse diagram represents the partial order relation on a set.

To extend the graph with the letters F, G, and H:

Bottom Row:
Add F, G, H next to E. This will make the bottom row have the letters A, B, C, D, E, F, G, and H.

Second Row:
From each of F, G, and H, create upward connecting lines to the 2-combinations that include them, i.e.,
AF, BF, CF, DF, EF, AG, BG, etc.

Third Row:
Add 3-combinations that include at least one of the new letters F, G, or H. Examples are AFG, ABF, BFG, etc.

Continuing Upwards:
Similarly, you’d continue upwards, adding 4-combinations, 5-combinations, and so on, that include F, G, and H in various 
combinations with A, B, C, D, and E.

Top-most Row:
The top of your graph would have the set {A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H}, which represents the entire set.
When drawing the connections (lines), ensure that there is a line from a subset to another if and only if the latter can be 
obtained by adding a single element to the former. For example, you’d have a line from A to AB, but not directly from A to ABC.

For the best representation, using graph visualization software or tools might be benefi cial. Tools like Graphviz can help in 
generating such Hasse diagrams programmatically.

I cannot directly generate images. However, I can help guide you through the process of extending the graph:

The graph you provided showcases the Hasse diagram of the power set of the set {A, B, C, D, E}, minus the empty set. A 
Hasse diagram represents the partial order relation on a set.

To extend the graph with the letters F, G, and H:

Bottom Row:
AdAddd F,F, GG,, HH nenextxt ttoo E.E. TThihiss wiwillll mmakakee ththee bobottttomom rrowow hhavavee ththee lelettttererss A,A, BB,, C,C, DD,, E,E, FF,, G,G, aandnd HH..

SSeco dnd RRow:
From each of F, G, and H, create upwp ard connectingg lines to the 2-combinations that include them, i.e.,
AFAF,, BFBF,, CFCF,, DFDF,, EFEF,, AGAG,, BGBG,, etetc.c.

ThThiirdd RRow:
Add 3-combinations that include at least one of the new letters F, G, or H. Examplp es are AFG, ABF, BFG, etc.

CoContntininuiuingng UUpwpwarardsds::
SiSi imilla lrly, you’d’d contitinue upwa drds, addddiing 44-co bmbiin tatiions, 55-co bmbiin tatiions, andd so on, tthhatt iin lcl dude FF, GG, andd HH iin variious 
combinations with A,, B, , C,, D, , and E.

ToTop-p-momostst RRowow::
The top of your graph would have the set {A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H}, which represents the entire set.

Me:
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It didn’t say Graphviz was free, so I asked it which free diagramming 
software does it recommend.



Me:

GPT:

Add 3-combinations that include at least one of the new letters F, G, or H. Examples are AFG, ABF, BFG, etc.

Continuing Upwards:
Similarly, you’d continue upwards, adding 4-combinations, 5-combinations, and so on, that include F, G, and H in various 
combinations with A, B, C, D, and E.

Top-most Row:
The top of your graph would have the set {A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H}, which represents the entire set.
When drawing the connections (lines), ensure that there is a line from a subset to another if and only if the latter can be 
obtained by adding a single element to the former. For example, you’d have a line from A to AB, but not directly from A to ABC.

For the best representation, using graph visualization software or tools might be benefi cial. Tools like Graphviz can help in 
generating such Hasse diagrams programmatically.

If you’re looking for free software tools to create such a Hasse diagram, here are some recommendations:

Graphviz:
Graphviz is a collection of graph drawing tools and libraries. It uses the “dot” language to defi ne graphs, and you can render 
those defi nitions into graphical images. You would need to manually specify the nodes and edges based on your sets, but 
once you’ve got the hang of it, it’s a powerful tool.

SageMath:
SageMath is a free, open-source mathematics software system that integrates several mathematics libraries into a single 
experience. It can be used to work with combinatorics and can create Hasse diagrams for posets.
Using SageMath, you can defi ne a poset based on the subsets of your set and then visualize it as a Hasse diagram.

Draw.io (now diagrams.net):
While not specialized for Hasse diagrams, this is a free, online diagramming tool that can be used for all sorts of fl owcharts, 
diagrams, etc. You would need to manually draw the nodes and connections, but it provides a lot of fl exibility in layout and 
appearance.

LaTeX with TikZ or pgfplots package:
If you’re familiar with LaTeX, the TikZ or pgfplots packages can be used to draw intricate diagrams, including Hasse diagrams.
There’s a learning curve, but it gives you a lot of control over the appearance and layout of the diagram.

For the easiest user experience without coding, diagrams.net might be the best choice. However, if you’re looking for 
automation or have a mathematical bent, Graphviz or SageMath could be more suitable. If you’re already familiar with LaTeX, 
using TikZ or pgfplots is a powerful option.

Which software tools will create this diagram for me in a similar fashion of the screenshot I provided...that are free to use.

MMee::

GGPPTT:

Add 3-combinations that include at least one of the new letters F, G, or H. Examples are AFG, ABF, BFG, etc.

Continuing Upwards:
Similarly, you’d continue upwards, adding 4-combinations, 5-combinations, and so on, that include F, G, and H in various 
combinations with A, B, C, D, and E.

Top-most Row:
The top of your graph would have the set {A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H}, which represents the entire set.
When drawing the connections (lines), ensure that there is a line from a subset to another if and only if the latter can be 
obtained by y addingg a singlg e element to the former. For exampple, yoy u’d have a line from A to AB, but not directlyy from A to A CBC.

FoForr ththee bebestst rrepepreresesentntatatioionn, uusisingng ggraraphph vvisisuaualilizazatitionon ssofoftwtwararee oror ttoooolsls mmigightht bbee bebenenefifi cicialal. ToToololss lilikeke GGraraphphvivizz cacann hehelplp iinn
gegeneneraratitingng ssucuchh HaHassssee didiagagraramsms pprorogrgramammamatiticacallllyy.

IfIf yyouou’rree lolookokiningg foforr frfreeee ssofoftwtwararee totoololss ttoo crcreaeatete ssucuchh aa HaHassssee didiagagraramm, heherere aarere ssomomee rerecocommmmenendadatitionons:s:

GGraphhviiz:
Graphviz is a collection of graph drawing tools and libraries. It uses the “dot” language to define graphs, and you can render

WhWhicichh sosoftftwawarere ttoooolsls wwililll crcreaeatete tthihiss didiagagraramm fforor mmee inin aa ssimimililarar ffasashihionon ooff ththee scscrereenenshshotot II pprorovivideded.d.....ththatat aarere ffrereee toto uusese..
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To which it listed some recommendations — 
Graphviz being it’s top recommendation of the list again. So it is free.



If you’re looking for free software tools to create such a Hasse diagram, here are some recommendations:

Graphviz:
Graphviz is a collection of graph drawing tools and libraries. It uses the “dot” language to defi ne graphs, and you can render 
those defi nitions into graphical images. You would need to manually specify the nodes and edges based on your sets, but 
once you’ve got the hang of it, it’s a powerful tool.

SageMath:
SageMath is a free, open-source mathematics software system that integrates several mathematics libraries into a single 
experience. It can be used to work with combinatorics and can create Hasse diagrams for posets.
Using SageMath, you can defi ne a poset based on the subsets of your set and then visualize it as a Hasse diagram.

Draw.io (now diagrams.net):
While not specialized for Hasse diagrams, this is a free, online diagramming tool that can be used for all sorts of fl owcharts, 
diagrams, etc. You would need to manually draw the nodes and connections, but it provides a lot of fl exibility in layout and 
appearance.

LaTeX with TikZ or pgfplots package:
If you’re familiar with LaTeX, the TikZ or pgfplots packages can be used to draw intricate diagrams, including Hasse diagrams.
There’s a learning curve, but it gives you a lot of control over the appearance and layout of the diagram.

For the easiest user experience without coding, diagrams.net might be the best choice. However, if you’re looking for 
automation or have a mathematical bent, Graphviz or SageMath could be more suitable. If you’re already familiar with LaTeX, 
using TikZ or pgfplots is a powerful option.

Okay, fi rst, which of these offerings enables me to paste in a code block to draw this diagram. 

Second, could you write the code to create such a diagram to paste into one of the software offerings you mention above?

If you’re looking for free software tools to create such a Hasse diagram, here are some recommendations:

Graphviz:
GrGrapaphvhviziz iiss aa cocollllecectitionon ooff grgrapaphh drdrawawiningg totoololss anandd lilibrbrararieiess. IItt ususeses tthehe “dodot”t llananguguagagee toto ddefiefinnee grgrapaphshs, anandd yoyouu cacann rerendnderer 
ththose ddefifi inititions iintto gra hphiic lal iimages. YYou wouldld needd tto manualllly specifify ththe noddes andd dedges bbasedd on your setts, bbutt 
once you’ve got the hang of it, it’s a powerful tool.

SaSagegeMaMathth::
SSageMMathth iis a ffree, open-source maththem tatiics softftware systtem thth tat ii tntegrattes severall maththem tatiics lilibbrariies iintto a siin lgle 
experience. It can be used to work with combinatorics and can create Hasse diagrams for posets.
UsUsiningg SaSagegeMaMathth,, yoyouu cacann dedefifi nene aa ppososetet bbasaseded oonn ththee susubsbsetetss ofof yyouourr sesett anandd ththenen vvisisuaualilizeze iitt asas aa HHasassese ddiaiagrgramam..

DDraw i.io ((now ddiiagrams.net)t):
While not sppecialized for Hasse diaggrams, , this is a free, , online diagrg ammingg tool that can be used for all sorts of fl owcharts, ,
didiagagraramsms,, etetc.c. YYouou wwououldld nneeeedd toto mmananuauallllyy drdrawaw tthehe nnododeses aandnd ccononnenectctioionsns,, bubutt itit pprorovividedess aa lolott ofof flfleexixibibililityty iinn lalayoyoutut aandnd 
apappepeararanancece.

LaTeX with TikZ or ppgfg plp ots pap ckagge:
IfIf yyouou’rree fafamimililiarar wwitithh LaLaTeTeX,X, tthehe TTikikZZ oror ppgfgfplplototss papackckagageses ccanan bbee ususeded ttoo drdrawaw iintntriricacatete ddiaiagrgramams,s, iincncluludidingng HHasassese ddiaiagrgramams.s.
There’s a learning curve, but it gives you a lot of control over the appearance and layout of the diagram.

Me:
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Still on the assumption that there would be a lot of manual work, I ask 
which of the offerings work with code, and if it can write it for me.



GPT:

( g )
While not specialized for Hasse diagrams, this is a free, online diagramming tool that can be used for all sorts of fl owcharts, 
diagrams, etc. You would need to manually draw the nodes and connections, but it provides a lot of fl exibility in layout and 
appearance.

LaTeX with TikZ or pgfplots package:
If you’re familiar with LaTeX, the TikZ or pgfplots packages can be used to draw intricate diagrams, including Hasse diagrams.
There’s a learning curve, but it gives you a lot of control over the appearance and layout of the diagram.

For the easiest user experience without coding, diagrams.net might be the best choice. However, if you’re looking for 
automation or have a mathematical bent, Graphviz or SageMath could be more suitable. If you’re already familiar with LaTeX, 
using TikZ or pgfplots is a powerful option.

Okay, fi rst, which of these offerings enables me to paste in a code block to draw this diagram. 

Second, could you write the code to create such a diagram to paste into one of the software offerings you mention above?

GGPPTT::

( g )
While not specialized for Hasse diagrams, this is a free, online diagramming tool that can be used for all sorts of fl owcharts, 
diagrams, etc. You would need to manually draw the nodes and connections, but it provides a lot of fl exibility in layout and 
appearance.

LaTeX with TikZ or pgfplots package:
If you’re familiar with LaTeX, the TikZ or pgfplots packages can be used to draw intricate diagrams, including Hasse diagrams.
There’s a learning curve, but it gives you a lot of control over the appearance and layout of the diagram.

For the easiest user experience without coding, diagrams.net might be the best choice. However, if you’re looking for 
automation or have a mathematical bent, , Grapphviz or Sageg Math could be more suitable. If yoy u’re alreadyy familiar with LaTeX,,
ususiningg TiTikZkZ oorr pgpgfpfplolotsts iiss aa popowewerfrfulul ooptptioionn.

Okayy, , fi rst,, which of these offeringsg  enables me to ppaste in a code block to draw this diaggram. 

SeSecocondnd, cocoululdd yoyouu wrwrititee ththee cocodede ttoo crcreaeatete ssucuchh aa didiagagraramm toto ppasastete iintntoo ononee ofof tthehe ssofoftwtwararee ofoffeferiringngss yoyouu mementntioionn ababovove?e?

Of the tools I mentioned:
1. Graphviz uses the “dot” language for defi ning graphs.

2. SageMath allows for mathematical and Pythonic defi nitions of posets and their Hasse diagrams.

3. LaTeX with TikZ or pgfplots uses the LaTeX language and the respective packages’ commands.

Code for the Diagram:
For simplicity and ease of understanding, I’ll provide an example using Graphviz. Here’s a basic structure for the original 
diagram (ABCDE):

dot
Copy code
digraph G {
  // Defi ne nodes
  “ABCDE” -> {“ABCD” “BCDE” “ACDE” “ABDE” “ABCE”}
  “ABCD” -> {“ABC” “ABD” “ACD” “BCD”}
  “BCDE” -> {“BCD” “BCE” “CDE” “BDE”}
  // ... continue this for all combinations down to single letters
  
  // Styling
  rankdir=BT; // Bottom to top
}

You’d continue specifying the nodes and their connections in this manner. Graphviz will handle the layout for you.

For extending the diagram to include F, G, and H, you’d similarly add nodes and connections for those combinations.

However, it’s worth noting that the total number of combinations will grow substantially as you add more letters. 
Writing this out by hand will be tedious, so automating it (e.g., with a Python script) might be more effi cient.

Unfortunately, due to the combinatorial nature of the task, providing the complete code for the diagram with A through H 
here would be lengthy and complex. If you’re interested in an automated solution or a different tool, please let me know!

Me:
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To which it only writes the actual code partially— though it follows up 
with an offer to write a Python script, that would then generate the code 
I needed.



2. SageMath allows for mathematical and Pythonic defi nitions of posets and their Hasse diagrams.

3. LaTeX with TikZ or pgfplots uses the LaTeX language and the respective packages’ commands.

Code for the Diagram:
For simplicity and ease of understanding, I’ll provide an example using Graphviz. Here’s a basic structure for the original 
diagram (ABCDE):

dot
Copy code
digraph G {
  // Defi ne nodes
  “ABCDE” -> {“ABCD” “BCDE” “ACDE” “ABDE” “ABCE”}
  “ABCD” -> {“ABC” “ABD” “ACD” “BCD”}
  “BCDE” -> {“BCD” “BCE” “CDE” “BDE”}
  // ... continue this for all combinations down to single letters
  
  // Styling
  rankdir=BT; // Bottom to top
}

You’d continue specifying the nodes and their connections in this manner. Graphviz will handle the layout for you.

For extending the diagram to include F, G, and H, you’d similarly add nodes and connections for those combinations.

However, it’s worth noting that the total number of combinations will grow substantially as you add more letters. 
Writing this out by hand will be tedious, so automating it (e.g., with a Python script) might be more effi cient.

Unfortunately, due to the combinatorial nature of the task, providing the complete code for the diagram with A through H 
here would be lengthy and complex. If you’re interested in an automated solution or a different tool, please let me know!

First, can you rewrite the dot code above to contain A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, so I can then past it into Graphviz. 

Second, if that doesn’t work, what are some alternate options for an automated solution to create the diagram from A 
through H, so I don’t have to do it by hand.

2. SageMath allows for mathematical and Pythonic defi nitions of posets and their Hasse diagrams.

3. LaTeX with TikZ or pgfplots uses the LaTeX language and the respective packages’ commands.

Code for the Diagram:
For simplicity and ease of understanding, I’ll provide an example using Graphviz. Here’s a basic structure for the original 
diagram (ABCDE):

dot
Copy code
digraph G {
  // Defi ne nodes
  “ABCDE” -> {“ABCD” “BCDE” “ACDE” “ABDE” “ABCE”}
  “ABCD” -> {“ABC” “ABD” “ACD” “BCD”}
  “BCDE” -> {“BCD” “BCE” “CDE” “BDE”}
  // ... continue this for all combinations down to single letters
 
  // Styling
  rankdir=BT; // Bottom to top
}}

YoYou’u dd cocontntininueue sspepecicifyfyiningg ththee nonodedess anandd ththeieirr coconnnnecectitiononss inin tthihiss mamannnnerer. GrGrapaphvhviziz wwililll hahandndlele tthehe llayayououtt foforr yoyouu.

FoForr exextetendndiningg ththee didiagagraramm toto iincncluludede FF, GG, aandnd HH, yoyou’u dd sisimimilalarlrlyy adaddd nonodedess anandd coconnnnecectitiononss foforr ththososee cocombmbininatatioionsns.

HoHoweweveverr, iit’t ss wowortrthh nonotitingng tthahatt ththee tototatall nunumbmberer ooff cocombmbininatatioionsns wwililll grgrowow ssububststanantitialallyly aass yoyouu adaddd momorere lletettetersrs. 
WrWrititiningg ththisis ooutut bbyy hahandnd wwililll bebe ttededioiousus,, soso aaututomomatatiningg itit ((e.e.g.g.,, wiwithth aa PPytythohonn scscririptpt)) mimighghtt bebe mmororee efeffifi cicienent.t.

UnUnfofortrtununatatelelyy, ddueue ttoo ththee cocombmbininatatororiaiall nanatuturere ooff ththee tatasksk, prprovovididiningg ththee cocompmpleletete ccododee foforr ththee didiagagraramm wiwithth AA tthrhrououghgh HH 
hhere wouldld bbe llenggththy y andd comppllex. IIff yoy ’u’re ii tnteresttedd iin an auttomattedd sollutition or a didifffferentt tto lol, lplp ease ll tet me kknow!!
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I try to rephrase my prompt by specifi cally asking it to write the “.dot” 
code now that I knew the proper term of art. Though I also pose the 
automation route as option 2.



First, can you rewrite the dot code above to contain A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, so I can then past it into Graphviz. 

Second, if that doesn’t work, what are some alternate options for an automated solution to create the diagram from A 
through H, so I don’t have to do it by hand.

First, can you rewrite the dot code above to contain A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, so I can then past it into Graphviz. 

SSeco dnd, ifif tthhatt ddoes ’n’tt wo krk, hwh tat are some lalttern tate optitions ffor an a tutom tat ded s lol tutiion tto creatte tthhe ddiiagram ffrom AA 
througgh H,, so I don’t have to do it byy hand.

Writing the dot code for all the combinations of A through H is a combinatorially complex task. However, I can provide you 
with a basic structure to get started and automate the process using Python to generate the dot fi le.

Dot Structure for A through H (partial):
dot
Copy code
digraph G {
  // Defi ne nodes
  “ABCDEFGH” -> {“ABCDEFG” “BCDEFGH” “ACDEFGH” “ABDEFGH” ...}
  “ABCDEFG” -> {“ABCDEF” “BCDEFG” “ACDEFG” ...}
  // ... This pattern will be very lengthy and continues for all combinations down to single letters
  
  // Styling
  rankdir=BT; // Bottom to top
}

The above is just a structure, and fi lling out the “...” portions manually would be a massive task.

Automated Solution Using Python:
Here’s a Python script that generates the dot code for combinations from A through H:

python
Copy code
from itertools import combinations

letters = “ABCDEFGH”
dot_code = “digraph G {\n”
dot_code += ‘  rankdir=BT; // Bottom to top\n’

for i in range(len(letters), 0, -1):
    for combo in combinations(letters, i):
        parent = ‘’.join(combo)
        children = [‘’.join(c) for c in combinations(parent, i-1)]
        if children:
            dot_code += ‘  “{}” -> {{{}}}\n’.format(parent, ‘ ‘.join([‘”{}”’.format(child) for child in children]))

dot_code += “}\n”

with open(‘hasse_diagram.dot’, ‘w’) as f:
    f.write(dot_code)

Run the above script, and it will generate a fi le named hasse_diagram.dot. You can then input this fi le into Graphviz to 
produce the diagram.

If you prefer another automated solution, a Python script using networkx and matplotlib could be used to directly visualize 
the graph, but the output might not be as clean and organized as with Graphviz.

GPT:
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Again... it won’t write the .dot code— 
but I have a Python script now to do so.



Thanks. Though I’ve never used Python, where should I start? Is it a download or what?

S U g y
Here’s a Python script that generates the dot code for combinations from A through H:

python
Copy code
from itertools import combinations

letters = “ABCDEFGH”
dot_code = “digraph G {\n”
dot_code += ‘  rankdir=BT; // Bottom to top\n’

for i in range(len(letters), 0, -1):
    for combo in combinations(letters, i):
        parent = ‘’.join(combo)
        children = [‘’.join(c) for c in combinations(parent, i-1)]
        if children:
            dot_code += ‘  “{}” -> {{{}}}\n’.format(parent, ‘ ‘.join([‘”{}”’.format(child) for child in children]))

dot_code += “}\n”

with open(‘hasse_diagram.dot’, ‘w’) as f:
    f.write(dot_code)

Run the above script, and it will generate a fi le named hasse_diagram.dot. You can then input this fi le into Graphviz to 
produce the diagram.

If you prefer another automated solution, a Python script using networkx and matplotlib could be used to directly visualize 
the graph, but the output might not be as clean and organized as with Graphviz.

S U g y
Here’s a Python script that generates the dot code for combinations from A through H:

python
Copy code
from itertools import combinations

letters = “ABCDEFGH”
dot_code = “digraph G {\n”
dot_code += ‘  rankdir=BT; // Bottom to top\n’

foforr ii inin rranangege(l(lenen(l(letettetersrs)), 00, -11):):
    foforr cocombmboo inin ccomombibinanatitionons(s(lelettttererss, ii):):
        parent = ‘‘’’.jjoiin((combbo))
    chc ildrd ene  = [[‘’.jjoio n((c)c) foro cc in cocombbinatatioonss(p(para ene t,t, i-1)])]
        ifif cchihildldreren:n:
            dodott_codede += ‘  “{}{}” -> {{{{{{ }}}}}\}\n’n’ f.format(t(parentnt, ‘ ‘‘.jojoinin([([‘”{}{}”’ f.format(t(chchilild)d) ffor chihildld iin chchilildrdren])])))

dot_code += “}}\n”

iwithth oopepen(n(‘h‘hasassese d_diaiagrgramam d.dotot’’, ‘‘ ’w’)) asas ff:
    ff.wriit (e(ddot_codde))

RuRunn ththee ababovovee scscririptpt, anandd itit wwililll gegeneneraratete aa fifillee nanamemedd hahassssee_didiagagraramm.dodott. YYouou ccanan tthehenn ininpuputt ththisis fifillee inintoto GGraraphphvivizz toto 
pr doduce ththe didiagram.

If you prefer another automated solution, a Python script using networkx and matplotlib could be used to directly visualize

Me:
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The problem is I have zero knowledge of Python, hence why I was 
adamant about not taking the automation route. But on we go.



Thanks. Though I’ve never used Python, where should I start? Is it a download or what?

        children = [ .join(c) for c in combinations(parent, i 1)]
        if children:
            dot_code += ‘  “{}” -> {{{}}}\n’.format(parent, ‘ ‘.join([‘”{}”’.format(child) for child in children]))

dot_code += “}\n”

with open(‘hasse_diagram.dot’, ‘w’) as f:
    f.write(dot_code)

Run the above script, and it will generate a fi le named hasse_diagram.dot. You can then input this fi le into Graphviz to 
produce the diagram.

If you prefer another automated solution, a Python script using networkx and matplotlib could be used to directly visualize 
the graph, but the output might not be as clean and organized as with Graphviz.

Absolutely! Python is one of the most versatile and beginner-friendly programming languages. Here’s a basic step-by-step 
guide to get you started:

Download and Install Python:
Go to the offi cial Python website’s download page: Python Downloads
Download the latest version for your operating system (Windows, macOS, Linux).
Run the installer. On Windows, ensure you check the box that says “Add Python to PATH” during installation. This will make it 
easier to run Python from the command line.

Using Python:
Windows: You can use the Python IDLE (which comes with the Python installation) or the command prompt 
(just type python).

macOS/Linux: Open your terminal and type python3.

Installing Necessary Libraries:
For our script, you don’t need additional libraries, but in general, Python libraries can be installed using pip, which is the 
package installer for Python. 

For example:
pip install library_name

If you later decide to use the networkx and matplotlib solution, you’d install them like (bash):
pip install networkx matplotlib

Running the Script:
Save the Python script I provided (or any other Python script) with a .py extension, for example: generate_graph.py.
Navigate to the directory containing your script using the command prompt or terminal.

Run the script by typing:
python generate_graph.py

If you’re on macOS/Linux, you might need to use python3 instead of python.

Learning Python:
If you’re interested in learning Python, there are numerous online resources, courses, and tutorials available. Some popular 
ones include:
Python.org’s Beginner Guide
Real Python
Automate the Boring Stuff with Python

Advanced (Optional):
If you plan on working on multiple Python projects or with different versions of Python, consider using virtual environments 
or tools like Pyenv to manage multiple Python versions.
Once you’ve got Python set up and the script saved you can run it and it’ll generate the hasse diagram dot file for you After

ThThananksks.. ThThououghgh I’I veve nneveverer uusesedd PyPyththonon,, whwhereree shshououldld II sstatartrt?? IIss itit aa ddowownlnloaoadd oror wwhahat?t?

        children = [ .join(c) for c in combinations(parent, i 1)]
        if children:
            dot_code += ‘  “{}” -> {{{}}}\n’.format(parent, ‘ ‘.join([‘”{}”’.format(child) for child in children]))

dot_code += “}\n”

with open(‘hasse_diagram.dot’, ‘w’) as f:
    f.write(dot_code)

Run the above scriptp , and it will geg nerate a fi le named hasse_diaggram.dot. You can then inpup t this fi le into Graphp viz to 
prprododucucee ththee didiagagraramm.

IfIf you preffer an tothher auttomattedd sollutition, a PPyththon scriiptt usiing nettworkkx a dnd m tat lpl totlilibb co luldd bbe usedd tto ddiirectltly ivisu laliize 
the grg apph,, but the outpup t mighg t not be as clean and orgag nized as with Grapphviz.

AbAbsosolulutetelyly!! PyPyththonon iiss ononee ofof tthehe mmosostt veversrsatatililee anandd bebegiginnnnerer-ffririenendldlyy prprogograrammmminingg lalangnguauagegess. HHerere’e ss aa babasisicc ststepep-bby-y ststepep 
guguididee toto ggetet yyouou sstatartrteded::

Download and Install Python:

g y
IfIfIf yyyououou’rrree e inininteteterererestststededed iiinn n lelelearararnininingngng PPPytytythohohonn,n, ttthehehererere aaarerere nnnumumumerererouououss s onononlililinenene rrresesesououourcrcrceseses, , cococoururursesesess,s, aaandndnd tttutututorororiaiaialslsls aaavavavailililababablelele. . SoSoSomememe pppopopopulululararar  
onononeseses iiincncnclululudedede::
PPyPyythththonon o.orgrgg’’ss BBBegeggiininnenerr GGuGuidididee
ReReRealalal PPPytytythohohonnn
AAuAuttotomamattete ttthhehe BBBororiiningg g StStSt fufuffff iwiwiththth PPP tytyty hhohonn

Advanced (Optional):
If you plan on working on multiple Python projects or with different versions of Python, consider using virtual environments 
or tools like Pyenv to manage multiple Python versions.
Once you’ve got Python set up and the script saved you can run it and it’ll generate the hasse diagram dot file for you After

Me:
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l lik P l i l P h il lik P l i l P h i

To my surprise, it exceeded my expectations, and gave me super clear 
instructions on getting started with Python.



How do I save the python script you provided?

p g y

For example:
pip install library_name

If you later decide to use the networkx and matplotlib solution, you’d install them like (bash):
pip install networkx matplotlib

Running the Script:
Save the Python script I provided (or any other Python script) with a .py extension, for example: generate_graph.py.
Navigate to the directory containing your script using the command prompt or terminal.

Run the script by typing:
python generate_graph.py

If you’re on macOS/Linux, you might need to use python3 instead of python.

Learning Python:
If you’re interested in learning Python, there are numerous online resources, courses, and tutorials available. Some popular 
ones include:
Python.org’s Beginner Guide
Real Python
Automate the Boring Stuff with Python

Advanced (Optional):
If you plan on working on multiple Python projects or with different versions of Python, consider using virtual environments 
or tools like Pyenv to manage multiple Python versions.
Once you’ve got Python set up and the script saved, you can run it, and it’ll generate the hasse_diagram.dot fi le for you. After 
that, you can feed the .dot fi le into Graphviz to visualize the diagram.

p g y

For example:
pip install library_name

If you later decide to use the networkx and matplotlib solution, you’d install them like (bash):
pip install networkx matplotlib

Running the Script:
Save the Python script I provided (or any other Python script) with a .py extension, for example: generate_graph.py.
Navigag te to the directory y containingg yyour scriptp  usingg the command ppromppt or terminal.

RuRunn ththee scscririptpt bbyy tytypipingng::
py hthon generate_graphh.py

IfIf yyouou’rree onon mmacacOSOS/L/Lininuxux, yoyouu mimighghtt neneeded ttoo ususee pypyththonon33 ininststeaeadd ofof ppytythohonn.

LLear ining PPythhon:
If yyouou’re e inteereests eded in leeara ningg Pyty hoon,, theeree aaree numu ere ouous s ono linee resesouourcceses, , cocouru seses,s, aandd tutu oro iaalss aavaailabablee. SoSomee ppopopulu ara  
ononeses iincncluludede::
PyPyththonon o.orgrg’ss BBegegininnenerr GuGuididee
RRe lal PPythhon
Auutoomaatee thee Boro ing g StS ufu f with Pyty hoon

AdAd avancnceded ((OpOptitiononalal)):
IfIf you pllan on workiking on mulltiiplle PPythhon pr jojects or iwi hth ddififfferent ver isions fof PPythhon, con isidder usiing ivirtuall en ivironments 
or tools like Pyenv to manage multiple Python versions.
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But... there were some kinks that needed to be worked out. 
I didn’t know how to save the script it gave me— again, zero knowledge.



GPT:
How do I save the python script you provided?

If you’re on macOS/Linux, you might need to use python3 instead of python.

Learning Python:
If you’re interested in learning Python, there are numerous online resources, courses, and tutorials available. Some popular 
ones include:
Python.org’s Beginner Guide
Real Python
Automate the Boring Stuff with Python

Advanced (Optional):
If you plan on working on multiple Python projects or with different versions of Python, consider using virtual environments 
or tools like Pyenv to manage multiple Python versions.
Once you’ve got Python set up and the script saved, you can run it, and it’ll generate the hasse_diagram.dot fi le for you. After 
that, you can feed the .dot fi le into Graphviz to visualize the diagram.

To save the Python script I provided:

Using a Text Editor:
- Open a text editor. This could be Notepad on Windows, TextEdit on macOS, or any other plain text editor.
- Copy the Python script from my previous response.
- Paste the script into the text editor.
- Save the fi le with a .py extension, for instance, generate_graph.py.

Location:
You can save it on your Desktop or any directory you prefer. Just remember the location because you’ll need to navigate to it 
in the command prompt or terminal to run the script.

Running the Script:
Once saved, open your command prompt (Windows) or terminal (macOS/Linux).

Navigate to the directory where you saved the fi le. For instance, if you saved it on your Desktop:
On Windows: cd Desktop
On macOS/Linux: cd ~/Desktop

Run the script by typing:
python generate_graph.py

On macOS/Linux, you might use python3 instead of python:
python3 generate_graph.py

After running the script, it will create a “hasse_diagram.dot” fi le in the same directory, which you can then input into 
Graphviz.

If you’ve never worked with text fi les or the command line before, this might feel a bit unfamiliar, but with practice, it becomes 
straightforward!

GGPPTT::
How do I save the pypython scrippt yoy u prp ovided?

If you’re on macOS/Linux, you might need to use python3 instead of python.

Learning Python:
If you’re interested in learning Python, there are numerous online resources, courses, and tutorials available. Some popular 
ones include:
Python.org’s Beginner Guide
Real Python
Automate the Boring Stuff with Python

AdAdvavancnceded ((OpOptitiononalal):):
If you plan on working on multiple Python projects or with different versions of Python, consider using virtual environments 
or tools like Pyyenv to managge multipple Pyty hon versions.
OnOncece yyouou’vvee gogott PyPyththonon ssetet uupp anandd ththee scscririptpt ssavaveded, yoyouu cacann rurunn itit, anandd itit’llll gegeneneraratete tthehe hhasassese d_diaiagrgramam d.dotot fifillee foforr yoyouu. AAftfterer 
ththatat, yoyouu cacann fefeeded tthehe .dodott fifi lele iintntoo GrGrapaphvhviziz ttoo vivisusualalizizee ththee didiagagraramm.

To save the Python script I provided:

Me:
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So GPT walked me through that too. 
Additionally, it restated how to run the script...



Okay, now I have the hasse_diagram.dot on my desktop now, now what’s next to put it into Graphviz?

Using a Text Editor:
- Open a text editor. This could be Notepad on Windows, TextEdit on macOS, or any other plain text editor.
- Copy the Python script from my previous response.
- Paste the script into the text editor.
- Save the fi le with a .py extension, for instance, generate_graph.py.

Location:
You can save it on your Desktop or any directory you prefer. Just remember the location because you’ll need to navigate to it 
in the command prompt or terminal to run the script.

Running the Script:
Once saved, open your command prompt (Windows) or terminal (macOS/Linux).

Navigate to the directory where you saved the fi le. For instance, if you saved it on your Desktop:
On Windows: cd Desktop
On macOS/Linux: cd ~/Desktop

Run the script by typing:
python generate_graph.py

On macOS/Linux, you might use python3 instead of python:
python3 generate_graph.py

After running the script, it will create a “hasse_diagram.dot” fi le in the same directory, which you can then input into 
Graphviz.

If you’ve never worked with text fi les or the command line before, this might feel a bit unfamiliar, but with practice, it becomes 
straightforward!

Using a Text Editor:
- Open a text editor. This could be Notepad on Windows, TextEdit on macOS, or any other plain text editor.
- Copy the Python script from my previous response.
- Paste the script into the text editor.
- Save the fi le with a .py extension, for instance, generate_graph.py.

Location:
You can save it on your Desktop or any directory you prefer. Just remember the location because you’ll need to navigate to it 
inin tthehe ccomommamandnd pprorompmpt t oror tterermiminanall toto rrunun tthehe sscrcripipt.t.

RRunniing ththe SSc iri tpt:
OOnce sav ded, open your commandd prompt ((WiWi dndow )s) or termiin lal ((ma OcOS/S/LiLinu )x).

NaNavivigagatete ttoo ththee didirerectctororyy whwhereree yoyouu sasavevedd ththee fifi lele. FoForr ininststanancece, ifif yyouou ssavaveded iitt onon yyouourr DeDesksktotop:p:
OOn WWiinddows: dcd DDesktktop
OOn macOSOS/L/Liinux: dcd ~/D/Deskktop

RuRunn ththee scscririptpt bbyy tytypipingng::
pyththon gener tate_graphh.py

OnOn mmacacOSOS/L/Lininuxux,, yoyouu mimighghtt ususee pypyththonon33 ininststeaeadd ofof ppytythohon:n:
pypyththonon33 gegeneneraratete g_graraphph p.pyy

After running the scriptp , it will create a “hasse_diagram.dot” fi le in the same directory, which you can then inpup t into 
Graphviz.

Me:
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Which I was able to follow. So now I have some .dot code!



Okay, now I have the hasse_diagram.dot on my desktop now, now what’s next to put it into Graphviz?

Navigate to the directory where you saved the fi le. For instance, if you saved it on your Desktop:
On Windows: cd Desktop
On macOS/Linux: cd ~/Desktop

Run the script by typing:
python generate_graph.py

On macOS/Linux, you might use python3 instead of python:
python3 generate_graph.py

After running the script, it will create a “hasse_diagram.dot” fi le in the same directory, which you can then input into 
Graphviz.

If you’ve never worked with text fi les or the command line before, this might feel a bit unfamiliar, but with practice, it becomes 
straightforward!

Great to hear you got it working! Here’s how to visualize the hasse_diagram.dot fi le using Graphviz:

Install Graphviz:
If you haven’t already installed Graphviz, you can download it from Graphviz’s offi cial website. Choose the appropriate 
version for your operating system and follow the installation instructions.

Using Graphviz with the Command Line:
Open your command prompt (Windows) or terminal (macOS/Linux).
Navigate to the directory where you saved the hasse_diagram.dot fi le. 

If it’s on your Desktop:
On Windows: cd Desktop
On macOS/Linux: cd ~/Desktop

Use the dot command (part of the Graphviz toolset) to convert the .dot fi le into an image format of your choice. 

For instance, to create a PNG image:
dot -Tpng hasse_diagram.dot -o hasse_diagram.png

This command will generate a PNG image named hasse_diagram.png in the same directory.

Viewing the Diagram:
You can now open the generated hasse_diagram.png image with any image viewer to see the visualized Hasse diagram.

Alternative: Using Graphviz GUI Applications:
Some Graphviz installations come with GUI applications (like gvedit on Windows) that allow you to open .dot fi les and 
visualize them directly without using the command line. If you have one of these applications, you can simply open the hasse_
diagram.dot fi le with it and view or export the visualization.

That’s it! Once you’ve visualized the diagram, you can further customize or adjust the appearance as needed using Graphviz’s 
extensive features and settings.

OkOkay, now II hhave tthhe hhasse d_diiagram d.d tot on my ddesktktop now, now hwh tat’’s nextt tto p tut iitt iintto GGra hph ivi ?z?

Navigate to the directory where you saved the fi le. For instance, if you saved it on your Desktop:
On Windows: cd Desktop
On macOS/Linux: cd ~/Desktop

Run the script by typing:
python generate_graph.py

On macOS/Linux, you might use python3 instead of python:
python3 generate_graph.py

AfAfteterr rurunnnniningg ththee scscririptpt, itit wwililll crcreaeatete aa “hahassssee_didiagagraramm.dodot”t fifillee inin tthehe ssamamee didirerectctororyy, wwhihichch yyouou ccanan tthehenn ininpuputt inintoto 
GrGrapaphvhviziz.

If yyou’ve never worked with text files or the command line before,, this mighg t feel a bit unfamiliar,, but with prp actice, , it becomes 
ststraraigighthtfoforwrwarard!d!

Great to hear you got it working! Here’s how to visualize the hasse_diagram.dot fi le using Graphviz:

Install Graphviz:

GPT:
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GPT then walked me through installing Graphviz, which is a diagramming 
software that Python uses to generate the diagrams I needed.



Your instructions worked to create a png of the diagram I was envisioning, thanks!

version for your operating system and follow the installation instructions.

Using Graphviz with the Command Line:
Open your command prompt (Windows) or terminal (macOS/Linux).
Navigate to the directory where you saved the hasse_diagram.dot fi le. 

If it’s on your Desktop:
On Windows: cd Desktop
On macOS/Linux: cd ~/Desktop

Use the dot command (part of the Graphviz toolset) to convert the .dot fi le into an image format of your choice. 

For instance, to create a PNG image:
dot -Tpng hasse_diagram.dot -o hasse_diagram.png

This command will generate a PNG image named hasse_diagram.png in the same directory.

Viewing the Diagram:
You can now open the generated hasse_diagram.png image with any image viewer to see the visualized Hasse diagram.

Alternative: Using Graphviz GUI Applications:
Some Graphviz installations come with GUI applications (like gvedit on Windows) that allow you to open .dot fi les and 
visualize them directly without using the command line. If you have one of these applications, you can simply open the hasse_
diagram.dot fi le with it and view or export the visualization.

That’s it! Once you’ve visualized the diagram, you can further customize or adjust the appearance as needed using Graphviz’s 
extensive features and settings.

version for your operating system and follow the installation instructions.

Using Graphviz with the Command Line:
Open your command prompt (Windows) or terminal (macOS/Linux).
Navigate to the directory where you saved the hasse_diagram.dot fi le. 

If it’s on your Desktop:
On Windows: cd Desktop
On macOS/Linux: cd ~/Desktop
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Viewingg the Diagram:
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That’s it! Once you’ve visualized the diagram, you can further customize or adjust the appearance as needed using Graphviz’s 
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And just like that, I hit a milestone. 
I have an image of the Hasse Diagram I needed!
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Though it could use some work...



ABCDEFGH

ABCDEFG ABCDEFH ABCDEGH ABCDFGH ABCEFGH ABDEFGH ACDEFGH BCDEFGH

ABCDEF ABCDEG ABCDFG ABCEFG ABDEFG ACDEFG BCDEFGABCDEH ABCDFH ABCEFH ABDEFH ACDEFH BCDEFHABCDGH ABCEGH ABDEGH ACDEGH BCDEGHABCFGH ABDFGH ACDFGH BCDFGHABEFGH ACEFGH BCEFGHADEFGH BDEFGH CDEFGH

ABCDE ABCDF ABCEF ABDEF ACDEF BCDEFABCDG ABCEG ABDEG ACDEG BCDEGABCFG ABDFG ACDFG BCDFGABEFG ACEFG BCEFGADEFG BDEFG CDEFGABCDH ABCEH ABDEH ACDEH BCDEHABCFH ABDFH ACDFH BCDFHABEFH ACEFH BCEFHADEFH BDEFH CDEFHABCGH ABDGH ACDGH BCDGHABEGH ACEGH BCEGHADEGH BDEGH CDEGHABFGH ACFGH BCFGHADFGH BDFGH CDFGHAEFGH BEFGH CEFGH DEFGH

ABCD ABCE ABDE ACDE BCDEABCF ABDF ACDF BCDFABEF ACEF BCEFADEF BDEF CDEFABCG ABDG ACDG BCDGABEG ACEG BCEGADEG BDEG CDEGABCH ABDH ACDH BCDHABEH ACEH BCEHADEH BDEH CDEHABFG ACFG BCFGADFG BDFG CDFGABFH ACFH BCFHADFH BDFH CDFHABGH ACGH BCGHADGH BDGH CDGHAEFG BEFG CEFGAEFH BEFH CEFHAEGH BEGH CEGHAFGH BFGH CFGH DEFG DEFH DEGH DFGH EFGH

ABC ABD ACD BCDABE ACE BCEADE BDE CDEABF ACF BCFADF BDF CDFABG ACG BCGADG BDG CDGABH ACH BCHADH BDH CDHAEF BEF CEFAEG BEG CEGAEH BEH CEHAFG BFG CFGAFH BFH CFHAGH BGH CGH DEF DEG DEH DFG DFH DGH EFG EFH EGH FGH

AB AC BCAD BD CDAE BE CEAF BF CFAG BG CGAH BH CH DE DF DG DH EF EG EH FG FH GH

A B C D E F G H
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But I ultimately was able to fi ne tune my diagram.

‘Final’ Diagram
After a few rounds with GPT.



ABCDEFGH

ABCDEFG ABCDEFH ABCDEGH ABCDFGH ABCEFGH ABDEFGH ACDEFGH BCDEFGH

ABCDEF ABCDEG ABCDFG ABCEFG ABDEFG ACDEFG BCDEFGABCDEH ABCDFH ABCEFH ABDEFH ACDEFH BCDEFHABCDGH ABCEGH ABDEGH ACDEGH BCDEGHABCFGH ABDFGH ACDFGH BCDFGHABEFGH ACEFGH BCEFGHADEFGH BDEFGH CDEFGH

ABCDE ABCDF ABCEF ABDEF ACDEF BCDEFABCDG ABCEG ABDEG ACDEG BCDEGABCFG ABDFG ACDFG BCDFGABEFG ACEFG BCEFGADEFG BDEFG CDEFGABCDH ABCEH ABDEH ACDEH BCDEHABCFH ABDFH ACDFH BCDFHABEFH ACEFH BCEFHADEFH BDEFH CDEFHABCGH ABDGH ACDGH BCDGHABEGH ACEGH BCEGHADEGH BDEGH CDEABFGH ACFGH BCFGHADFGH BDFGHAEFGH BEFGH

ABCD ABCE ABDE ACDE BCDEABCF ABDF ACDF BCDFABEF ACEF BCEFADEF BDEF CDEFABCG ABDG ACDG BCDGABEG ACEG BCEGADEG BDEG CDEGABCH ABDH ACDH BCDHABEH ACEH BCEHADEH BDEH CDEHABFG ACFG BCFGADFG BDFG CDFABFH ACFH BCFHADFH BDFHABGH ACGH BCGHADGH BDGHAEFG BEFGAEFH BEFHAEGH BEGHAFGH BFGH

ABC ABD ACD BCDABE ACE BCEADE BDE CDEABF ACF BCFADF BDF CDFABG ACG BCGADG BDG CDGABH ACH BCHADH BDH CDHAEF BEF CEFAEG BEG CEGAEH BEH CEHAFG BFG CFGAFH BFH CFHAGH BGH CGH DEF DEG DEH

AB AC BCAD BD CDAE BE CEAF BF CFAG BG CGAH BH CH DE DF DG DH EF EG EH FG FH GH

A B C D E F G H
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Quite the leap from the beginning.

Starting point
5-set Hasse Diagram (A, B, C, D, E) — Hand Drawn over a span of hours

Final State
8-set Hasse Diagram (A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H) — GPT x Python Drawn in seconds after setup. 


